Abstract
Introduction
Object classification and pose estimation are two important tasks in the application of vehicle surveillance. Solving them enables automatically analyzing a traffic scene (e.g. determination of vehicle speed, traffic frequency, driver behavior, or shape and style of the traffic participants). Due * Ming-Yu Liu is now with Mitsubishi Electric Research Laboratories. Figure 1 . We significantly improve pose estimation over [19] by processing in continuous space (columns 1, 2), reduce wrong classifications due to incorrect scales (column 3) and improve pose estimation over deformable model approaches [8] by using existing 3D models.
to occlusion handling, most of these metrics need a 3D reconstruction of a scene, which is traditionally captured of surveillance cameras as 2D image stream. By representing a 3D scene in 2D, the depth information gets lost and going back to 3D from a single viewpoint is therefore an ill-posed problem. In computer vision, the same object may be captured under varying lighting conditions and different poses. Therefore, traditional object detection algorithms extract features from multiple input images to cover at least a discrete set of variations in order to relax the problem of this so called intra-class variations [2] . These approaches were also extended to view-invariant detection methods by learning a sparse 3D object model from multiple training images [15, 14, 18] . To overcome both of these problems, generic frameworks for object classification based on a discretely synthetically rendered dataset of 3D models are presented in [3, 10, 19, 8, 15] . The generic class of methods has shown its great success in a variety of tasks, however, the drawback always is their high cost due to extensive evaluation of the hypotheses and inevitable coarse discretization of the model space. This paper tackles both these issues and moves thus forward these class methods towards their applicability. We consider the case of video sequences rather than single images, as such setups are prevalent in surveillance applications.
This paper presents a framework for estimating a vehicle's pose and type by ranking possible poses and types for each frame and exploit temporal coherence between consecutive frames for refinement. The contribution is twofold. First, we propose to define the problem of estimating a vehicle pose and type as a solution over all possible poses and types along a sequence as a continuous optimization in space and time. To solve the problem in continuous space, starting points are required due to the non-convex objective function, which are proposed to be obtained by an initial discrete optimizer reaching a global optimum on a discrete set of ranked types and poses. Hence, the proposed strategy is referred to as a discrete-continuous optimization method. As a second contribution, to cope with computational complexity of the generic class of methods, we present a novel way to efficiently reduce the search space over the vehicle poses and types for the discrete optimizer. We show how a state-of-the-art object detector and Fast Directional Chamfer Matching (FDCM), an OpenGL renderer, the Ackermann principle in the vehicle motion model, and a tree structured Markov Random Field (MRF) to get fast and globally optimal inference in the initial phase can be combined to improve current approaches [19, 8] . As can be seen in Fig. 1 , using continuous optimization eliminates two main problems of e.g. [19] , namely i) discrete pose estimation errors (rows 1,2:columns 1,2) and ii) one scaling of a wrong model may fit better than the best discrete scaling of the correct model (rows 1-2:column 3). By exploiting 3D models with known dimensions, the approach does also improve pose estimation over methods using generic models (row 3).
Different to pose estimation methods working on still images [5] , we are not optimizing each frame separately but exploit temporal consistency in the video for temporal inference and refinement. This means it relaxes the computational cost of finding the best solution for each frame by exploiting temporal coherence as a strong prior. We never predict a pose from one frame to a subsequent one as proposed in [8] , but evaluate a set of poses for each frame and find the best combination of vehicle types and poses over time. This brings us the advantage of having multiple hypothesized poses available for each frame and a higher accuracy in terms of pose estimation, as can be seen in the experiments.
We first apply a 2D object detector [1] to obtain some initial hypotheses of the vehicle positions in the images.
This brings the advantage of not having a noisy localization compared to background subtraction. We then assume to have a calibrated setup and a known ground plane (as others, e.g. [8] ), to lift the hypotheses to 3D space. This gives us a rough estimate of the vehicle's 3D trajectory. We then hypothesize a variety of poses which are used to render all 3D models and apply the FDCM algorithm [11, 12] to rank them. FDCM, which works superior in terms of speed and accuracy compared to conventional Chamfer matching [11] , uses object contours which have been shown to be robust in case of low resolution images or texture-less objects [8, 15] . Exploiting edges for matching the projections of 3D models to 2D images gives us the advantage of not dealing with any noisy foreground segmentation, as in [19] . Finally, we propose a tree-structured MRF model to compute an optimal pose trajectory in the discrete domain which forces the vehicle to only move with feasible and constant motion. This serves as a reliable initial point for solving the final continuous optimization problem. The optimization is done by exploiting a least squares method, where the distances between projected 3D model points and corresponding 2D edge points in the input images are used to improve the pose estimation result.
Related Work
Neuroscience studies have pointed out that a human's brain works with 3D representation of objects and somehow (unclear how) stores the 3D information to achieve object detection and recognition at the level we humans have been experiencing. That drove the structural object detection and tracking solutions over the last years to utilize structural nature of objects to reproduce (at least) human ability on machines. Using 3D models as an input for tracking and pose estimation approaches in images and videos has been studied extensively in the last few years. Vehicle classification using synthetic 3D models was first introduced in [7] . One of the first deformable 3D models used for car detection is described in [3] . Complex 3D models were introduced in [10] to localize cars and motorcycles in still images. The training set consists of multiple projections of the 3D object, over which a camera is orbiting. Combining these geometric features with appearance features learned from 2D images is demonstrated in [9, 6, 4] . The approach of [10] was developed further in [19] , where videos are used as an extension to still images. In [20] , a fitness score and a particle filter are used for tracking. In [13] , vehicles are tracked by exploiting existing 3D models and a Kalman filter. The authors of [8] proposed an approach using a combination of a deformable 3D model and a Kalman filter for tracking a vehicle in a video.
In [8] , tracking is done by changing parts of a deformable 3D model and predicting the pose by a Kalman filter. We are not using a deformable model since on the one hand, hav-ing more parameters to optimize to get the shape of the car can fail due to multiple local minima. On the other hand, not having the strong prior knowledge about the vehicle's shape gives worse tracking results, as can be seen in our experiments. To sum up [5] , they work on single images, gain an initial pose from meta-data and match 2D images to 2D projection by conventional Chamfer distance. Rendering is done on manually labeled semantic parts. They exploit an MRF for connecting the right semantic parts of the vehicle. Exploiting temporal inference gives us two advantages over [5] , namely outliers are rejected and poses are refined over time. We use a state-of-the-art object detector and FDCM for ranking all possible projections for each frame, which works superior to using meta-data as in [5] in terms of speed, accuracy and practicality [11] . The main drawback of the approach presented in [19] is the inevitable perfect foreground segmentation for each frame and the limited use because of only choosing the best pose from a discrete set of possible object poses. We are able to overcome this problem by introducing a continuous set of possible poses and relying on edges for matching instead of background subtraction.
In this paper we follow the aforementioned strategy to detect and classify a vehicle, and to estimate its pose from calibrated 2D input videos utilizing known 3D models. To the best of our knowledge, there is no existing work where classification and pose estimation is done continuously in terms of space and time, which enables higher accuracy compared to state-of-the-art methods.
Classification and Pose Estimation
This paper describes an efficient approach for accurately detecting a vehicle's pose and its type in continuous space, given a calibrated video sequence and a set of 3D models containing a large variety of vehicles. As [8] , we assume, that given the ground plane, the vehicle's pose is parameterized by p = (x, y, α) as shown in Fig. 2(b) . The car's centroid on the ground plane is therefore denoted as C = (x, y, z = 0), its orientation is described by the angle α. The whole pipeline can be summarized in the following steps. We first detect the object in each single frame by using [1] , which does not provide any 3D information. By re-projecting the 2D detection in 3D space, we get a rough guess on the pose of the object. By using FDCM, we then obtain the k most similar models by measuring the distance between the projected edges of all 3D models and the edges in the scene, generated by a Canny edge detector. These steps are described in Section 3.1. We then apply small variations on the model's pose, measure the similarity by combining area overlap and FDCM and put all the projections in an MRF. By introducing a simple motion model and solving the MRF using a forward-backwards algorithm, the best fitting projection sequence for a given video sequence is determined. The temporal alignment is explained in Section 3.2. A final pose refinement, described in Section 3.3, is applied to get an optimal result in continuous space. Fig.  2(a) shows the whole workflow of the proposed framework.
Vehicle Detection, Classification and Orientation Estimation
Matching vehicles in image sequences can be a hard task since these objects provide specular but large texture-less surfaces, different shapes and different colors. The most stable features which can be used are their edges. For comparing a 3D model to an input frame we therefore need to render the model. This equals to detecting visible edges, which can arise from sharp edges between two adjacent faces of the 3D model and from the silhouette of its projection. For speed reasons, the whole rendering pipeline is computed on the GPU. Given a vehicle's pose and a calibrated camera, we exploit the visibility constraint to obtain for each pixel the face which is the closest visible to the camera center. For finding all the sharp edges of a model, we calculate the normal vectors for adjacent faces, n i and n j . A sharp edge is found, when |n i · n j | ≤ threshold, meaning that n i and n j are pointing in different directions. The threshold is empirically chosen to be 0.95 (= 20.00
• ). A visible edge must therefore pass the visibility and the sharp edge constraint. We first need to roughly locate the vehicle in the image. As can be seen in [19] it is clearly not enough to perform background subtraction to obtain an accurate foreground mask due to highlights and shadows in the scene. We use a state-of-the-art object detector [1] , which returns a bounding box for the 2D vehicle location. Afterwards, the bounding box's centroid is re-projected on a horizontal plane at a certain height above the ground plane. As proposed for track initialization in [8] , this height is assumed to be one meter. The gathered 3D point is projected on the ground plane and aligned with the 3D model's centroid on the ground plane. We now have a rough estimate of x and y. The procedure is applied to the first subsequent frames. By fitting a spline through these points, we obtain an initial guess for the orientation α.
The goal of the next step is to determine the class of the vehicle as well as the refined pose. Since the type of the target vehicle in the frame is unknown, we would need to apply small variations of the initial pose guess (±5
• in our experiments) for all the models in the data set, render all poses and perform a similarity search using FDCM to obtain the matching score s. For additional speed-up, we perform this step only on the k best fitting modes where the k best models are found by ranking the FDCM scores of the models in the initial pose. We empirically found that keeping the hypotheses for the best two models is sufficient in our experiments. For the determination of the matching score using FDCM, let U and E be the edge maps of the rendered model and the input image respectively. FDCM maps the edge pixels in U and E to an orientation augmented space. The alignment cost between the two edge maps is then given by
where ∠(·) refers to the orientation of the edge pixel and λ is the weighting factor on the orientation term. The best alignmentd is then the rigid transformation in 2D image space r ∈ SE(2) minimizingd =
min r∈SE(2) d(U r , E).
Here we use U r to denote the transformation of the edge map U with the parameter r. In [11] , it is shown that via line-segment approximation of the edge maps the FDCM cost can be evaluated efficiently using an integral distance transform structure. Such an approximation is particular beneficial for our case since the structure of vehicles generally follows some straight line pattern. Moreover, the prior that a vehicle lies evenly on the ground further eliminates the need to search for an in-plane rotation and speeds up the matching process. We then update the matching score by setting
where l = 1 · · · k,d l,p is the normalized FDCM matching score within [0, 1] for model l, rendered with pose p. FDCM returns the similarity score between the edge image and the rendered 3D model as well as its 2D location. It therefore shifts the projection on the image plane to get the best possible match, which results in a re-projection error due to not caring about projective correctness. To handle this, we render the best k models by aligning the 2D output location of the FDCM with the vehicle's centroid again and use pose variations q (in our experiments p ± 80 centimeters and ± 2 • ). Given the shifted but projective wrong model projection A p l and a projective correct model projection area B q l , the similarity score for a pose is calculated by combining the output of FDCM and the area overlap by 
Temporal Model Alignment
Consider an input vehicle sequence
where l is obtained using the method described in Section 3.1, v t is the projection of the vehicle in the input video and m l,t is the projection of model l at time t. We want to find the best matching model sequenceM, which means to find the best fitting model at each time instance t. This implies that i) the whole sequence provides the same model type and the vehicle moves with ii) constant and iii) feasible motion. This problem can be solved by calculating the sequential inference as shown in Fig. 3(a) . The inference can be calculated by using an MRF, which is a chain-structured undirected graphical model, where the joint distribution for M l given V for each 3D model l is determined by (4) where Z(V ) is a partition function guaranteeing a probability distribution, F (m l,t |V) is the matching score between a model projection m q , where q denotes a pose variation, and vehicle at time instance t. F (m l,t , m l,t−1 |V) denotes the transition of model l between consecutive frames. The matching score term for each frame is simply determined by
We assume that a vehicle moves continuous over time. According to [17] and [16] , the Ackermann steering principle ensures a feasible vehicle movement by applying different but defined turning radii for the inner and outer wheels of the car. The principle is shown in Fig. 3(b) . Combining continuous and feasible motion leads to
where λ 2 is a weighting constant guaranteeing an equal impact of both terms on the final outcome. For solving Eq. (4) and finding the best fitting M l for a given V, we need to determine the path having the maximum probability through the graph and compute both Eq. (5) for each of the model projections and Eq. (6) for each edge, where an edge should be from each projection of frame at time t − 1 to each one at time t. Since the model type determined in this step must not change over time, we solve Eq. (4) for each vehicle type l. After establishing the whole graph for each type, the problem becomes a labeling problem, where we need to find the best matching projection sequenceM l = argmax M l P (M l |V) for each class l. This inference can exactly be solved by a forward-backwards algorithm. We then find the vehicle type w for the best fitting model sequence by w = max k l=1 P (M l |V) . The optimized discrete sequence is thenM =M w .
Pose Refinement
Using the MRF, for each frame we can only choose the best fitting projection out of discretely rendered 3D models, which means that the results of the previous step depend on the stepsize of the discretization. To refine the pose, we carry out a continuous optimization of the car's parameters in 3D space. We therefore propose to use a least squares method where the distances between projected 3D model points and image edge points are minimized. At time t, we consider Q t 3D model points A t for which their projected 2D points a t are part of a rendered edge. For all points a t , we use the Euclidean distance to find the closest corresponding pointsâ t in the input edge image. These corresponding points are shown in Fig. 3(c) . To assure a smooth movement of the vehicle, we additionally minimize the distance between two consecutive poses over time. Given a camera matrix K, its rotation and translation R and t, we calculate the error for a set of discretely optimized pose vectorŝ P = {p 1 ...p t ...p N } for a set of model projectionsM by 7). At every iteration, we calculate the points a t,i ,â t,i for each time instance t and minimize the squared error between all pairs as well as between consecutive poses. After this step, the final projection setM is updated according toP. Fig. 4 shows the results of the pose estimation using simply FDCM (top row), the improved pose estimation result using an MRF (middle row) and the final result using the proposed discrete-continuous optimization (bottom row).
Experiments
Experiments are carried out using eight calibrated real world data sequences, where the sequence numbers correspond to rows in Fig. 7(bottom) . These show six different types of vehicles, provide between 30-150 frames, have a resolution between 640x480 (sequence 1) and 1280x720 (sequences 2-8, taken from [8] ) pixels and are captured from different viewpoints. To obtain a classification rate, we downloaded six corresponding CAD models from the Internet for the cars shown in the videos. The dimensions of the models are taken from the manufacturer's specifications. Fig. 5(c) shows the six models used, which are from left to right: Chevrolet Silverado 2500HD, Chrysler PT Cruiser, VW Beetle, Toyota RAV4, Chevrolet Blazer and Skoda Fabia.
Quantitative experiments: We show the output for each step of our pipeline (using FDCM only (No Opt), applying the MRF (MRF) and applying pose refinement (Opt)) and compare them to [19] [8] . For generating ground truth data, we manually segment the 2D area of the vehicle as foreground for each frame. Since Toshev's approach is not publicly available, we re-implemented it and used the manual segmentation as input. This perfect foreground localization prevents wrong classifications due to a bad segmentation. To assure fairness in our comparison, we re-implemented the method in such a way that we get comparable performance on similar videos as presented in [19] . The dataset is generated with an azimuth, elevation and distance stepsize of 5 • , 10
• and 50 centimeters, respectively. Leotta's approach [8] is publicly available. Due to the blur in sequence 1, this approach cannot be used on it and therefore we excluded this sequence for the quantitative experiments. First, we compare the overlap between the ground truth region and the projected 3D model. As this metric is used for the evaluation of the detected pose, it is only valid when correctly classified frames are used. In our experiments, we obtain a correct classification for all sequences, whereas Toshev's method gets the correct class in sequences 3-6 and 8. Since Leotta is using a deformable model, it cannot be directly used for classification and therefore all frames are labeled as correctly classified. The graph in Fig. 5(b) shows the vehicle detection rate for correctly classified frames at a certain amount of overlap for all the steps of our implementation (No Opt, MRF, Opt) as well as for Toshev's and Leotta's approach. As can be seen, we are able to outperform both Toshev's and Leotta's method. Toshev's approach is using all scales of a discretely rendered model, which are available in the dataset. This can lead to misclassifications, where the wrong, discrete scale of a wrong model may fit better than the next best discrete scale of the correct model. As can be seen in Fig. 5(b) , this does not directly influence the overlap between ground truth and the detected model. Therefore we also compare the offset of the vehicle's centroid on the ground plane to the ground truth data (Table 5(a)). As can be seen, we clearly outperform both methods when using our optimized results. Leotta's performance is worse due to the deformable model and Toshev's method is worse since it does not incorporate ground plane estimation but does only classify each single frame based on the area overlap between training data and the input frame. We provide a maximum deviation to the ground truth of 66.29 cm, Leotta 120.17 cm and Toshev even up to 288.45 cm. Fig. 6 shows the trajectory of the detected vehicle's centroid over a whole sequence for each method. The vehicle's starting position is denoted by ×, * , , , ♦, • and + for Opt, MRF, No Opt, Leotta, Toshev, ground truth and Opt(model n/a) respectively. The results of sequences 1-8 are shown in columns 1-4, ordered from left to right and top to bottom. As can be seen, there are more jumps in space between consecutive frames using Toshev's method than using ours since we assume the 3D model to be located on the ground plane. The last column shows a comparison between our optimized result with and without having the best matching vehicle in the data set.
Qualitative experiments: Fig. 7 shows qualitative example results using our approach. One row shows one sequence, where the leftmost image of each row presents the first frame of it and our optimized projected track. The following frames of the row provide the refined pose of the detected class, projected onto the image plane. For viewing purposes, we crop out the region around the vehicle. Rows 1-8 show result images for sequences 1-8, where the correct 3D model is within the dataset. We plot the bounding box and the projection of the best fitting 3D model. Note that also blurry images (e.g. sequence 1) and occlusions (se- quence 6, frame 3) are handled over time by our framework. Rows 9-10 show results where the correct model is not in the dataset.
Conclusion
In this paper we proposed to describe the task of car classification and pose estimation in videos as a continuous optimization problem, which can practically be solved by discrete-continuous optimization. We obtained good starting points, which are essential for the ensuing continuous optimization problem, by a discrete optimization reaching a global optimum on the given discrete set. In both our quantitative and qualitative results we showed that we clearly outperform state-of-the-art methods from both approaches, namely those using deformable models and those using models with known dimensions. It could also be seen that our method handles two drawbacks of purely discrete solutions, namely huge pose estimation errors and preferring a wrong model at a wrong scale over the correct one.
